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ABSTRACT

The results of the characterization of a well-ordered lindstrdmite from the Drummond mine (also known as the Silver Miller

mine), 3 km southeast of Cobalt, Ontario are reported. Chemical analyses by electron microprobe gave the composition

Cu2.7sPb2.s0Bi7.1sSbo.oeSrs, intermediatebetween the ideal composition of lindstxitmite Cu3PfuBi7S15 and of krupkaite CuPbBi3S6.

lrast-squares refinement of the powder X-ray-diffraction pattern gave an orthorhombic cell, a = 55.99(3), b = 11.549(3),

c = 4.010(1) A, which is within es61 limifs of the cell given for lindstrdmite from the rype localiry, Gladhammar, Sweden. The

optical properties in reflected light and the indentation hardness are reporte4 and were found to be very similar to those of

krupkaiie and hammarite. It is not possible to distinguish among intermediate members of the bismuthinite - aikinite series on the

basis of their optical properties or indentation hardness. Elecfon-diffraction patterns reveal a well-ordered 5a superlattice of the

bismuthinite parent cell, the superlattice reflecdons are sharp, and there is no evidence of streaking along a*. High-resolution

images show the perfectly ordered nature of the structure. The nature of compositional ordering processes in these bismuthinite
- aikinite minerals is discussed.

Keywords: lindstriimite, bismuthinite - aikinite series, supercell ordering, transmission electron microscopy, Cobalt, Ontario.

Souuane

Nous pr6sentons les rdsultats d'une caract6risation d'un dchantillon de lindstrdmite bien ordonn6e proven?nt de Ia rnine

Drumnond (aussi appel6e mine Silver Miller), situee tr 3 km au sud-est de Cobalt, en Ontario. Les analyses chimiques obtenues

par microsonde 6tectronique donnent Ia composition Cu2.7sPb2.ssBi7.1aSbo.0esrs, interm€diaire entre la composition id6ale de la

lindstrOmite, Cu3Pb3BiTS 15, et celle de la krupkaile, CuPbBi3S6. Un affinement par moindres carrds des donn6es de diffraction X

surpoudre indiqueune maille orthorhombique, a 5 5.99(3),b 1,1.549(3), c4.010(1) A, qui est celle de lalindsrdmite de la localit6

type, Gladhammar, en Sudde, compte tenu des erreum expdrimentales. Nous d6crivons les propri6t6s optiques en lumiBre r6fl6chie,

ainsi que Ia duret6 mesur6e par indentation. Les r6sultats sont trbs semblables I ceux pour la krupkaite et la hammarite. 11 s'avdre

impossible de distinguer parmi les membres interm6diaires du groupe de la bismuthinite - aikinite par leurs propri€tEs optiques

ouleur duret6 d l'indentation. [.es clichds de diffraction d'61ectrons r6vblent une surstructure bien ordonn6e ayant une p6riodicit6

5a par rapport d la maille de la bismuthinile; les r6flexions dues d la suntrucFle sont au point, et non floues, et nous ne voyons

aucun signe d'€tirement le long de a*. Les images de la structure i haute rdsolution illustrent le degr6 d'ordre 6lev6 de la structue.

Nous 6valuons les processus de mise en ordre dans la s6rie bismuthinite - aikinite.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl4s: Iindstriimite, s6rie bismuthinite - aikinite, mise en ordre, surstructure, microscopie 6lectronique par transmission,

Cobalt- Ontario.

I E-mail address: apring@geology.adelaide.edu.au
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IvrnotucnoN

Lindstriimite, Cu3Pb3Bi7Sls, is an ordered interme-
diate member of the bismuthinite - aikinite group, a
homeotypic series between BizSs and CuPbBiS3.
Homogeneous specimens of the supercell minerals of
the bismuthinite - aikinite series are rare, and we have
undertaken a detailed study of the lindstriimite in order
to firlly cbaracteize this mineral. This study was also
undertaken to investigale the nahre of ordering proc-
esses in these minerals. In a broader context, such
ordering reactions are ofinterest because they ilvolve a
continuum of states of order, from short-range Pb-Bi
ordering to large-scale exsolution. The kinetics oforder
- disorder transitions and of exsolution are fundamen-
tally different. Exsolution requires the transport of ions
over long distances and is diffirsion-controlled, whereas
order - disorder transformations are short ranse in
nature, involving the interchange of ions betieen
neighboring sites, and are generally treated in terms of
phase transitions.

BncrcnouNp Ixr.onvarroN

Lindstriimite was originally described by Johansson
(1924) from Gladhammar, southeastern Sweden; the
mineral was assigned the composition CuPbBi3S6.
Welin (1966) 1e-sr(qmined Johansson's type material
and noted that it is somewhat inhomogeneous, with
some crystals consisting of an intergrowth of two
compositionally similar minerals, the major phase hav-
ing a composition close to Cu3PbsBizSrs and a structure
based on a 5a supercell of bismuthinite. The descrip-
tion of a new mineralo krupkaite, CuPbBi3S6, which has
a.simple ordered structure derived from bismurhinite
@6k er al. 1974, SyneEek & Hybler 1974, Mumme
1975), precipitated a review of the nomenclature of the
bismuthinite - aikinite group. Lindstrtimite was for-
mally redefined with the composition Cu3Pb3Bi7S15
Qr/Iumme et al. 1975). The structure of lindstriimite was
determined by Horiuchi & Wuensch (1977) with a crys-
tal from Johansson's type material. They confirmed that
the structure is an ordered 5a supercell ofbismuthinire
in which the ordered substitutionof Pb for Bi is coupled
with the insertion of Cu into adjacent tehahedral sites.
The structures of the intermediate bismuthinite - aikinirc
minerals also can be viewed as being an intergrowth of
ribbons of an end member, either bismuthinite (B rib-
bons) or aikinite (A ribbons), with the middle member
krupkaite (K ribbons). The ribbons are half the width of
the unit cell alongb, and so lindstrtjmite can be viewed
as an intergrowth of 8K + 24. ribbons. In order to refine
the crystal structure, Horiuchi & Wuensch (1977) had
to assume the presence of some krupkaite exsolved
within the crystal selected. Pring & Hyde (1987) exam-
ined fragments from the type specimen by high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (IIRTEM)
and found it to be structurally rather inhomogeneous. It

consists of a disordered iatergrowth of krupkaite and
aikinite ribbons occurring together with regions of well-
ordered krupkaite, hammarite and lindstrtimite. Pring
(1989) showed that many nahral compositions in the
bismuthinite - aikinite series consist of disordered
intergrowths as well as the ordered intermediate miner-
als. That is, a number of different structural states (states
of order) are possible for the same composition. Earlier,
Harris & Chen (1976) had established the extent of
compositional variation in the bismuthinite - aikinite
series. In their study, they noted a second occrurence
of lindstnimite from the Silver Miller mine, Cobalt,
Ontario. Pring (1989) re-examined many of the speci-
mens examined by Harris & Chen (1976) and found the
Silver Miller mine lindstriimite to be verv well ordered.

Ocqnnrucp

Two specimens of lindstrtimite were examined in
this study: U.S. National Museum of Natural History
#106760 and Harvard Mineralogical Museum #119763.
Both specimens were originally obtahed by these mu-
seums ftom Mr. W.W. Pinch. The locality given for both
is the Si lver Mil ler mine, Coleman Township,
Timiskaming District, Ontario, Canada. Silver Miller
Mines Ltd. was incorporated n 1946 and owned many
mines in the Cobalt - Gowganda area. It has not been
possible to establish unequivocally from which mine
these samples were obtained. Enquiries to the Canadian
![sssnm of Nature (CMN), which now holds the Pinch
collection, revealed that the collection contains four
specimens of lindstrtjmite from the Cobalt area. For
three of the specimens, the original Pinch labels gave
the locality as the "Silver 14i1ls1 mine"; howevero dur-
ing cataloguing at the CMN, this was clarified to be the
Drummond mine, 3 km southeast of Cobalt, a mine
owned and operated by Silver Miller Mines Ltd. The
Drummond mine dates from the early part of the cen-
tury and was worked by a number of companies prior to
being taken over by Silver Miller Mines Ltd. in the
1960s. The major ore minerals in the deposit are native
silver and skutterudite, with minor chalcopyrite,
sphalerite, galen4 pyrite and nickeline hosted in sys-
lems of calcite veins. Lindstrtimite is associated with
laths of native bismuth and, in some cases. with minor
amounts of chalcopyrite in mineralized veins a few mm
thick in a graywacke matrix. The fourth Pinch speci-
men is ftom the Agnico mine, 7 km northeast of Cobalt,
and is similar in appearance to the specimens from the
Drummond mine. fut account of the geology of these
mines is given by Sergiades (1968), whereas Berry
(1971) presented an overview of the mineralogy and
geology of the silver deposits in the Cobalt - Gowganda
region. It seems most likely that the lindstrdmite speci-
mens examined in this study came from either the
Drummond mine or the Agnico mine, and the minslal
textures are consistent with crystallization at tempera-
tures below the melting point of Bi (below 270t).



Cneurcar- ANelysls

Chemical analyses were performed using a Cameca
SX-50 electron microprobe at the University of Cam-
bridge. Beam curent and accelerating voltage were set
at 50 nA and 12 kV, respectively. The standards used
for the wavelength-dispersion analyses were synthetic
PbS for Pb and S, BizSs for Bi, and Cu and Sb metals.
Analysis of the associated native bismuth showed it to
be essentially pure. The results of the analyses are
summarized in Table I and plotted in Figure l. The
mean result of the seven analyses gives a formula
Cu2.7sPb2.ssBi7.1sSb6.eeS15 (calculated on the basis of l5
S atoms), which is near that reported for the Silver
Miller mine lindstr<imite by Harris & Chen (1976),
Cu2.s7Pb2.s7Bio.ezSrs, and the composit ion docu-
mented for the type local i ty by Welin (L966),

TABI,E I. STJMMARY OF ELECTRON-MICROPROBE DATA
FC'R LINDSTROMITE

s@ls s\,ll svD sM3 sM4 s\{5 sM6 sl/fi Ivtm H&c ws Tho

Cu rr4llo 5.90 5.81 6.53 6.5t 6.02 6.63 6.x 6.L5 6.fi 6.5
Pb 20.n n.75 21.77 ?a.59 ?i.39 21.93 b,.54 21.15 ?,33 n.l
Bi 56.t2 55.36 53.e2 55.03 55.43 53.59 53.36 54.61 53.07 53.0
sb 0.32 0.34 0.42 0.35 0.38 0./E 0.42 0.39 0.44 -

s 17.5'1 t7.6 17.4617.38 17.6217.44 17.6 17.51 1E.09 18.4

Totrl l@.00 99.93 9.99 9.93 Lt5100.O7100.0s 9.q7100.83 lcn
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Clz.stPbz.tgBi6.63sls . Whereas all of these formulae
approximate to the ideal composition Cu3Pb3Bi7S15
and the general formula Cu'Pb,Biz-'Sg (for lindstrtimite
.r = 0.6), none are in exact agreement. Harris & Chen
(1976) noted the difficulties in obtaining accurate com-
positions of bismuthinite - aikinite minerals. In their
case, the total of large cations (Bi + Pb + Sb) is low
compared to the ideal formula (9.72 versus 10). There
is a similar problem for the results of Welin (1966), in
which the Cu:Pb ratio is less than 1. Ourmaterial shows
a slight excess in large cations (10.07) and a Cu:Pb ratio
slightly less than l. We believe that deviations from the
ideal stoichiometry are probably associated with the
ZAF correction routines and the choice of standards.
Harris & Chen (1976) noted the importance of choos-
ing appropriate standards in obtaining accurate analyses
(they used a synthetic compound of composition
CuzPbzBirSz.s). They also concluded that any deviation
from the ratio 1:1 for Cu:Pb indicates inaccuracy in the
analysis, or interference from exsolved phases or adja-
cent minerals, rather than a breakdown in the coupled
substitution of Cu + Pb by Bi. There is no evidence of
exsolved phases in the Silver Miller mine lindstrtjmite.
We considered employing the s)'nthetic hammarite pre-
pared by Pring (1995) as a standard. This material, how-
ever, is slightly inhomogeneous. We believe that the
Silver Miller mhe lindstritmite is probably closer to the
ideal composition than the analytical results indicate.

Powoen X-Rav Pnrp,qcrrsl{

The powder X-ray diffraction pattern was recorded
using a 100 mm diameter Guinier - Hiigg camera with
CrKct radiation: Si was used as an internal standard. No
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Frc. 1. Plot of electron-microprobe data for the "Silver Miller mine" lindstrdmite; the com-
positions 1ie between lindsfdmite and krupkaite.
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superlattice reflections were observed, but the subcell
reflections o1 6irmuthinite are strong and sharp. The
pattem was indexed by reference to the ICDD powder
diffraction data for krupkaite (file 30-490), and rhe
subcell parameters were refined by least-squares meth-
ods. The pruameterc for the orthorhombic subcell are
a' 11.198(3), b rr.s49(3), c 4.010(l) A, giving a
supercell with a = 5a' = 55.99(3) A. These can be com-
pared with the values reported by Iianis & Chen (1976):
a 56.15(3), b 11.56(0), c 3.99(O) A, and by Horiuchi &
Wuensch (1977): a 56.115(4),b 11.5695(8), c 4.001(5)
A. All three cells fall within error pilameters, and any
difference is not statistically signfficant. Figure 2 shows
a plot ofa and D cell paraneters against compos'tion.
the data are taken from Harris & Chen (1976) and crys-
tal-structure reports. The parameters show an approxi-
mately linear relationship with composition. The scat-
ter in values, particularly in the region between 0.5 and
0.7 aikinite, may reflect uncertainties in compositional
data for 5srns samples or, possibly, a variation in the
stale of order, spontaneous strain associated with cation
ordering, for various compositions. It is clear that sim-
ply refining the cell parameters for a bismuthinite -
aikinite mineml will only enable the approximate com-
position to be determined.

Drnrrnnmar Scnrrwnqc Caronlvrsrnv (DSC)

A 7 mg piece wa.s extracted from a polished mount
using a dental drill, and a DSC scan was recorded in an
attempt to locate a thermal anomaly that could be due to
the (Cu,PbfBi disordering reaction. The DSC scan was
recorded using a Perkin - Elmer DSC-7 instrument and
a heating rate of l0'C/min. No such thermal anomaly
was found. A sharp endothermic peak, at approximately

I

CuPbBiS3

270"C, is due to the melting of native bismuth, a
contaminating phase in the lindstnimite (Fig. 3). The
melting point of members 6f fts lisrnurhinite - aikinite
series decreases from 763'C for bismuthinite to 467"C
for aikinite (Springer l97t). No thermal anomaly was
noted in DTA studies across the composition field by
Springer (1971).

Oprrcar Pnopenrms

In reflected plane-polarized light, lindstrrimite is
moderately reflecting, with a white to gray bireflectance.
It  is not pleochroic. Between crossed polars, the
anisotropy is distinct, but the rotation tints are somber:
at 45o from extinction, it is a light metallic fawn in color,
and the sequence of tints is brown to gray to brown-
gray to fawn. With polars uncrossed by 3", the tints are
much brighter and range from olive to purple brown to
a clear light fawn to a purplish light gray. All of these
effects are enhanced when the mineral is immersed
in oil.

Reflectance measurements were made on a freshly
(diamond) polished section of lindstriimite with a Zeiss
MPM800 microscope spectrophotometer. The standard
used was WTiC (no. 314). Air and oil objectives (X 20)
had their full numerical apertures reduced for measure-
ment to 0.20 (by closure of the illuminator aperture dia-
phmgm). The data in Table 2arethe mean values from
ten scans on the most bireflectant grain of the mineral
observed in the polished section. Check measurements
were made on other grains, but all were less bireflectant
and within the quoted range. Most of the grains have
sffaight extinction, but the extinction of fwo grains was
found to be undulose; these grains showed slightly
higher bireflectance. The spectra in both media for the

€
€
\t

MolVo aikinite

FIc. 2. Plot of the a' and D cell parameters for ninerals of the bismuthinite - aikinite group.
Open symbols: Harris & Chen (1976), half shade: end members (?ring 1989), shaded:
Iindstrirmite (this work), squares: a', diamonds: D.



most bireflectant grain of lindsntimite in the polished
section (Fig. 4) are compared with those of aikinite,
hammarite, krupkaite and bismuthinite (taken from
Criddle & Stanley 1993). As is well known, the reflect-
ance specfra in the visible region for sulfosalts of simi-
lar composition ate themselvss similar. Though there
are differences in dispersion between all of them, in
general, reflectance is not diagnostic of these species.
In effect, the dispersion of their reflectance and magni-
tude of their bireflectance, for the most anisotropic
grahs, may well be characteristic, but in a general sec-
tion, where the anisotropy of individual grains may vary
from zero to the maximum for the species, all that can
realistically be said is that the mineral is likely to be one
of the group of lead - bismuth sulfosalts. The

TABLE2. SPECULARREFLECTAN@DATAFORLINDSIROMIIE
INAIRAI.ID IN OIL

l m  R , & R, -R, l m & R, 'R, ER2
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lindsfftimite spectra in Figure 4 are quite similar to those
of krupkaite, and the bireflectance of both minerals is
greater than that of hammarite. All of them are consid-
erably less bireflectant than bismuthinite. The greater
bireflectance and the difference in the dispersion of the
reflectance make it easy to distinguish bismuthinite from
the intermediate members of the series to aikinite.

MeesuREMEl{rs oF INDENTATIoN HARDNEss

Measurements of micro-iadentation hardness were
made with a Leitz Durimet Hardness tester (with a
Vickers diamond) at a loading of 100 pond. Ten inden-
tations were made, all of which were slightly fractured,
five had perfect outlines, five concave; VHN169 is in the
range ll8-197 (mean 170). These values are compared
in Table 3 with those for aikinite and bismuthinite
(Uytenbogaardt & Burke 1971') and krupkaite and
hammarite (Criddle & Stanley 1993). The mean values
in brackes were calculated from the range quoted by

TABLB 3. VHN VALUES FOR LII{DSTROMITE AND
OTIIERBII|MUTHINITE- A]KINITE MINERALS

VHN (potrd)

I
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3
o
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Ezop
tt
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Bismuth conaminan t (l,tIP.) /

up-T (1fc/rnin.)

temperature ("C)

Frc. 3. DSC scan for lindsrdmite. Note that the large pez& at 27fC is due to melting of
inclusions of bismuth. No thermal anomalies due to disordering are apparent.
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Ftc. 4. Comparison of reflectance spectra for lindstrdmite and for selected other members
of the bismuthinite - aikinite series. Lindstrdmite, Z, ham;narite, 11, krupkaite, K,
bismuthinite, B, and aikinite, A. The data for hammarite, knekaite, bismuthinite and
aikinite ale taken from Criddle & Sradey (1993).
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Uytenbogaardt and Burke, the others are the mean
values from the complete range of measured indenta-
tions. As can be seen, it is not possible to distinguish
these minerals one from another on the basis of their
hardness.

ElpcrnoN MtcRoscopy

Material was prepared for electron microscopy by
gnnding under acetone in an agate mortar. The frag-
ments were dispersed from suspension onto Cu grids
coated with holey carbon support films. Electron-dif-
fraction pattems and high-resolution images were ob-
tained usilg a JEOL 200 CX transmission electron mi-
croscope fitted with a specially modjfied side entry 115"
double-tilt goniometer. The optical parameters for this
instrument are C, = 0.41 mm, C" = 0.90 mm, and at
200kV the point-to-point resolution is 1.8 A and the
Scherzer defocus {,f is equal to -393 A.

Figure 5 shows the electron-diffraction pattern, [001]
zone, of the Silver Miller mine lindstrtimite. The dif-
fraction pattems reveals a well-ordered 5a superlaftice,
the superlattice reflections are sharp, and there is no
evidence of streaking along a*, in conhast to some of
the patterns shown in Pring (1989, 1995). Note the
distribution of the intensities of the superlattice reflec-
tions; the first and fourth satellite reflections are signifi-
cantly stronger than the second and third reflections. The
high-resolution images (Fig. 6) show the well-ordered
nature of the structure. Note also the considerable
changes in lanice motif and contrast with thickness; the
supercell repeat is more prominent in the thicker parts
of the crystal fragment shown in Figure 6b, which is
slightly tilted off-zone. In the thicker parts of the image
shown in Figure 6a, the contrast appears to show a 3 +
2 subcell pattern of orderingo whereas in the thinner
region, the sequence appears to be 4 + 1. But it should
be noted that image contrast changes continuously

- L R t
- + L R 2
- L R o i
+- L Ro2
----- H Rl
---+-.* H Ril
'---" H Roi
'-+"-'H Ro2
-----K Rl
--4-.-K R2
---'--- K Rol
'*'o--" K Ro2

--x--- B R2
- B R o l
---x- B Ro2
-A  R l
--€--A FU!
-ARo l
---B--.A Ro2
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with thickness, and interpretation of the exact nature
of the ordering scheme on the basis of these data is not
possible.

All fragments of lindshttmite that could be tilted onto
the [001] zone were found to show a similar high de$ee
oforder to that illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. The Silver
Miller mine lindstriimite is well ordered and devoid of
evidence for exsolution lamellae or "stacking disorde/',
as had been reported by Pring & Hyde (1987) for
lindstrtjmite ftom the type locality, and by hing (1989)
for other members of the bismuthinite - aikinite series.

At the edge of the crystals shown in Figure 6, there
is a second phase. We believe that this phase is due to
the partial decomposition of the crystal in the electron
beam. Electron-diffraction patterns reveal that the dark
patches at the edge of the crystal are a phase with a PbS-
like structure in the [110] orientation. The composition
of the phase could not be determined, but it could be a
Cu analogue of a matildite - galena solid solution
(Pbs.33Cus.33Bie335). This phases exsolved topotac-
tically (all patches at the crystal edge appear to be in the
same orientation: Fig. 7). The proposed reaction is
cugPbsBizSrs * Pb:cusBisse + 2Bi2s3. This reaction
occurs slowly due to beam heating at temperah[es of
the order of 200"C under the high vacuum conditions of
the HRTEM column and represents a decomposition
rather than an ordering reaction.

Hc. 5. Elecron-diffraction pattem for lindstrdmite down the
[001] zone. Note the suong sharp superlattice reflections
due to a 5a suDercell of the bismurhinite cell.

DrscussroN

It is clear from the optical and microhardness data
that it is not possible to differentiate among the inter-
mediate members of the bismuthinite - aikinite series
on the basis of their physical properties. Nor is it easy
using electron-microprobe data, given the difficulty in
qltaining accurate analyses. In any case, the analytical
data only provide the position within the compositional
field, not information on the state of order. Unfortu-
nately superlattice reflections are not readily observed
in X-ray powder diffraction, and thus this method can-
not be used to establish the state of order; refinement of
the cell parameters will give only an approximate indi-
cation of composition. The easiest method with which
to establish the state of order is electron diffraction and
high-resolution imagrng. The period and sharpness of
superlattice reflections provide a good indication of the
state of order of the various compositional ribbons and,
with high-resolution images, the state of order is direcfly
observable. Unfortunately, very accurate calibration of
the camera length for electron-diffraction patterns is
difficult to achieve, which makes it difficult to deter-
mine the repeat distances accurately. A further problem
is that the series forrns a chemical continuum, which
makes it impossible to obtain accurale chemical data by
simultaneous EDS analyses in the TEM. In conse-
quence, accurate characterization of a bismuthinite -

aikinite mineral is achievable only by a combination of
the following techniques: TEM, powder X-ray diffrac-
tion and electron-microprobe analyses.

ln general, for any composition in the bismuthinite
- aikinite series there are three or four possible struc-
tural states:

1. Complete solid-solution, where the Pb is randomly
substituted for Bi on the M2 sites, and Cu is disordered
over the available tetrahedral sites @g. 8).

2. Ordering of the Pb-Bi and Cu into A, K or B rib-
bons and the disordered intergrowth ofthese ribbons.

3. Disordered inter$owth of A, K or B ribbons with
ordered ribbons of the higher (or supercell) members of
the series, such as slabs of hammarite within a krupkaite
matrix.

4. Fully ordered intergrowth of polysomatic ribbons,
such as in thdstnimite (8K + 2A), where fhe composi-
tion matches that of a supercell member. However, for
a supercell composition and period, there are a number
of possible ordered arrangements of ribbons, some of
which have the same symmetry.

The structure of lindstrirmite determined by Horiuchi
& Wuensch (1977) is only a two-dimensional refine-
ment; they worked on a projection down [001]. They
noled that there were I 10 possible schemes of order for
the arrangement of the 6 Cu atoms in the 10 possible
sites (in the acentric structure). By ingenious comput-
ing methods, all possible schemes of order were evalu-
ated, and the centric model for the structure (Fig. 8) was
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Ftc. 6. lmages of lindstrtimite down [001] zone, showing the well-ordered supercell. Note the changes in image detail and
apparent degree of order with thickness. (a) A well-aligned image, (b) an image taken with the beam slightly off-tilt" which
enhances the contrast differences in the ordered structure.
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Ftc. 7. Latt ice image showing the decomposit ion of
lindstrdmite at the edge of the crystal. The crystal slowly
decomposes in the electron beam. The decomposition
product has a PbS-like strucfirre (in the [1 10] orientation)
and is believed to be the Cu analogue of matildite. The
decomposition results in a shift in composition toward
bismuthinite.

selected as the most likely. However, given that they
were working in projection, with visually estimated film
data, ftom a crystal known to contain some exsolved
krupkaite, there remains some uncerlainty as to whether
the structure is correct (final R = l6.3Vo). Variations of
contrast in the HRTEM image shown in Figure 6a sug-
gest a simple scheme of order based on the regular
intergrowth of one unit cell of aikinite with four unit
cells of krupkaite, giving a 56 A repeat. The centric

structure propos-ed by Horiuchi & Wuensch (1977)has
a ll2 a11a6 (23 A) subrepeat that is not evident in the
images in Figure 6. It is not possible, however, to reach
any firm conclusions about the scheme of order owing
to the thickness of the crystal (>100 A), too great to test
any of the structural models by image simulation with
the multislice method. There are also uncertainties in
attempting to interpret the images due to the effects of
beam tilt (image detail is very sensitive to the effects
of any slightmisalignmentin the illumination direction)
(Smith & Barry 1989).

It is by no means certain that the lindstrtjmite sam-
ples from Gladhammar and Cobalt would necessarily
have exactly the same supercell pattern of order. Pring
(1995) followed the progress of supercell ordering in
the bismuthinite - aikinite minerals vid a series of long-
term annealing experiments and showed that well-
ordered "hammarite'could be prepared by annealing
the appropriate stoichiometry at 225"C for 56 months.
However, this synthetic hammarite was found to have a
different ordered arangement of A and K units com-
pared with the hammarite from the Gladhammar de-
posit. Pring (1995) also showed that a partially ordered
5a supercell phase in the series could be prepared after
24 months alnenling at 225C, and that ordering also
takes place at 175"C and probably at lower temperatures.
It is reasonable to suppose ftom these long-term anneal-
ing experiments that such temperatures and times are
easily achieved in nature. So most natural members of
the bismuthinite - aikinite series should be well ordered
into mixtures of A, K and B ribbons. The occurrence in
nature of a highly ordered supercell phase in the
bismuthinite - aikinite series depends on the composi-
tion of the mineral assemblage and geological history.
The fact that the "Silver Miller mine" Iindstnimite oc-
cun with native bismuth suggests that S fugacity is a
critical factor in this occurrence. A higher S fugacity
would increase the mole ftaction of BizS: at the expense
of native Bi, and would push the lindstriimite composi-
tion toward that of krupkaite. The native Bi occurs as
laths and anhedral grains up to I mm intergrown with

ff"Sp"S*
Ftc. 8. Schematic diagram of the lindstriimite structure projected down [001], showing the

ordered intergrowth of eight ribbons of krupkaite and two ribbons of aikinite (shaded),
based on the results of Horiuchi & Wuensch (1977) .The Ml and M2 sites are indicated.
ln ordered members of the bismuthinite - aikinite series, Pb is ordered at the M2 sites,
and Cu, at the adjacent tetrahedral sites. Small circles represent S, medium circles, Cu,
open large circles, Bi, and filled large circles, Pb.
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lindstr<imite, which suggests a temperature of formation
below the melting point of Bi.

The temperature of the order - disorder transition
could not be established in this study, but on the basis
of the annealing experiments of Pring (1995), we be-
lieve that the transition takes place at between 250 and
300'C. The melting of native bismuth in the lindstrtjmite
specimens may have obscured any thermal anomaly
associated with this hansition.
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